Celebrity Exes: Naomi Watts
Cheers On Ex Liev Schreiber
at Golden Globes While at
Home with Sons
By Jessica Gomez
In celebrity news, Naomi Watts showed support toward ex Liev
Schreiber while he was at the Golden Globes, according to
UsMagazine.com. Watts watched the Golden Globes from home with
their two sons. She posted a photo Sunday via Instagram of her
two kids hovering over the television cheering their daddy on.
How cute!

These celebrity exes are supporting
one another even after their breakup. What are some reasons to
continue supporting one another
after a split?
Cupid’s Advice:
Seeing this former celebrity couple get along so well is a
beautiful thing, and we should follow by example! Cupid has
some advice as to why you should be on a good note with an ex
after a split, a good ex that is. Here are three reasons why:
1. For the children, if you have any: It is important for
children to see their parents get along. It helps them through
the separation process, and helps them feel balanced and in

harmony. You don’t want hostility and bad vibes around!
Related Link: Celebrity Couple Jennifer Aniston & Justin
Theroux Are Still Going Strong Despite Split Rumors
2. Closure: Why end on a bad note? Going through a break up
can be a hard time with emotions running high. However, when
your ex isn’t a bad person, it’s good to leave things on a
good note. Resolve your issues and get closure — it brings
peace and helps you move on.
Related Link: Brad Pitt is Casually Dating as He Adjusts to
Single Life as a Dad
3. You never know what life brings: This is important! You may
never speak or see your ex again, but then again, you may run
into them again. It’s always good to keep a good relationship
or reputation with as many people as possible, although it’s
not always possible. Whether you run into an ex in the future
in a professional setting or a social one, you would not want
an awkward situation to unfold.
Why do you get along with your ex? Comment below!

Movie Review: Award-Winning
Memoir
Gets
Cinematic
Adaptation in ‘The Glass
Castle’
By Marissa Donovan

The life of Jeannette Walls has made it to the silver screen
in The Glass Castle. Walls (Brie Larson) reflects back on her
childhood struggles with poverty while handling the shame of
her family’s unconventional choices. She attempts to start a
new chapter of her life with love interest David (Max
Greenfield), but her parents (Woody Harrelson and Naomi Watts)
want to keep their daughter grounded in their ways.

This drama can give us relationship
advice for dealing with family
problems in our own lives!
Should you see it:
Director and screenwriter Destin Daniel Cretton has already
proved to audiences in his last film Short Term 12, that he
can create heartfelt films that accurately depict complicated
relationships. This Jeanette Walls memoir has also been put on
New York’s Best Seller list. This film is worth watching for
those who also enjoyed Larson’s performance as a troubled
mother in Room.
Who to take:
This film is date night worthy for book-loving couples! Try
reading the book before you watch the film, and talk about the
the two bodies of work as a couple.
Cupid’s Advice:
In The Glass Castle, David and Jeanette seem to come from two
different lifestyles. Although David is excited to be a part
of her life, Jeanette feels embarrassed by her family. As a
couple, you need to respect your differences, even if that
means dealing with family drama. Here are some ways you and
your partner can handle family drama as a couple:

1. Provide support for family: If your family or your
partner’s family is in a hard place right now, help them by
offering to let them live with you temporarily. You could also
give them money to help them during their tough time. They may
not take your offering, but at the end of the day, you’ll know
that you tried to help as much as you could.
Related Link: Movie Review: ‘Lady Macbeth’ Exhibits Drama,
Romance and Affairs
2. Keep distance while still staying close: Sometimes all
family members want is space. You or your partner may feel the
need to distance yourself from certain family members. That’s
okay, but try not to cut ties with your family! It’s okay to
not be on speaking terms after drama happens, but still
remember how important they are. Check up on how they are
doing by speaking with another family member that’s close with
them or eventually have you and your partner speak to them.
Related Link: Family Chaos Commences in ‘What We Did on Our
Holiday’
3. See a family therapist: It’s nice to sit down with your
family and discuss the problems you have together. Having a
family therapist can help you work out problems that have gone
unresolved since childhood or new problems that have recently
occurred. You and your partner should attend sessions together
just to make sure everyone is on the same page. It’s also okay
to have more private sessions with family, but at least let
each other know how you are feeling.
Have you worked out family drama with your partner? Help our
readers by sharing your experience in the comments!

Celebrity Break-Up: Naomi
Watts Breaks Silence After
Split from Liev Schreiber
By Mallory McDonald
Naomi Watts comes forward after her celebrity break-up from
longtime partner Liev Schreiber. UsMagazine.com learned what
Watts shared with Australia’s Daily Telegraph about the
split, saying, “I feel I’m in a good place in my life and I
want to make sure my kids are healthy, my kids are happy and
things are going to go well. Those are my hopes for me and for
all of us.” Watts is focused on her celebrity kids and moving
forward in her life. She said, “I feel, whether you’re famous
or not, transitions are scary for anybody. I feel like change
is always scary, but that’s only because transition for anyone
is new, and you wonder how things are going to go.

This celebrity break-up has us sad.
What are some things to do soon
after a split with someone you’ve
been with for a long time?
Cupid’s Advice:
Splitting with someone who has been part of your life for so
long can be a struggle. Here are ways to handle a new split:
1. Spent alone time: After being with someone for so long it
can be good to spend some time to yourself. Learn who you are
on your own again and what you want your next move to be.

Related Link: Naomi Watts Wishes Celebrity Ex Live Schreiber
Happy Birthday One Week Post-Split
2. Friends forever: There is nothing better than spending time
with your close friends after a break-up, especially one that
was a part of your life for so long.
Related Link: How to Pursue Your Man Like Naomi Watts
3. Do something special: Now that you are on your own, use
this time to do something you have always wanted to do but
just haven’t gotten around to it. Bring the spark back into
your own life!
What

do

you

do

to

handle

a

split

from

a

long-term

relationship? Comment below!

Naomi Watts Wishes Celebrity
Ex
Liev
Schreiber
Happy
Birthday One Week Post-Split
By Kayla Garritano
A relationship has turned into a friendship! Naomi Watts
posted a cute Instagram picture of her celebrity ex Liev
Schreiber wishing him a happy 49th birthday on Tuesday,
October 4. According to UsMagazine.com, Watts posted a photo
of Scheiber holding their two kids with the caption, “Happy
birthday to this one!!” The couple announced they were
separating after 11 years together on September 26, and have
agreed to try to keep their split friendly.

These celebrity exes are keeping
the good vibes. What are some ways
to support your ex in a healthy way
post-split?
Cupid’s Advice:
It’s rare to be civil with an ex after a break-up. However,
sometimes you split with your partner because you both realize
you’re better off as friends, and that’s a great realization!
What if you really want to support your ex post-split? Cupid
is here with some advice:
1. Don’t talk badly about them: When you go through a breakup, it only feels natural to throw some negative comments
their way. However, if you want to remain civil and support
them, it is better off to keep those comments aside and speak
more positively about them.
Related Link: Relationship Expert Talks About Being Friends
With Your Ex
2. Hang out with your kids: At the end of the day, you realize
that you have children together, and you do not want to risk
your child’s emotions for the sake of your own. You want
everyone to be happy. Even if it’s less than once a week, find
time to bond as a “family” again. Post a picture on Instagram,
just like Watts did, and show that your ex is still
appreciated for being a parent.
Related Link: Expert Dating Advice: Moving On After a Divorce
3. Talk about why this is for the best: If you knew your
relationship couldn’t last any longer, it would be good to
talk it out and remember that you’re doing this for everyone’s
best interests. Talk and make sure that you two would be

better off as friends and could make the split work to your
advantage as opposed to leaving it at a bad ending.
How have you supported your ex post-split? Comment below!

Relationship Movie ‘While
We’re Young’ Features Ben
Stiller Reliving His Youth
By Courtney Omernick
As a childless couple in their mid-forties, it seems that all
of Josh (Ben Stiller) and Cornelia’s (Naomi Watts) friends are
starting to settle down and have children. While Josh is
teaching a class in New York, he encounters Jamie and Darby, a
young couple full of life in their relationship and love.
After Josh and Cornelia befriend Jamie and Darby and start
“living” again, Josh slowly starts to suspect that Jamie might
be using him for his professional connections.

Should you see it:
This relationship movie is a bit of a chick flick with a
twist. And if that’s what you’re looking for, than look no
further than While We’re Young. This movie is also packed with
amazing actors such as Ben Stiller, Naomi Watts, Amanda
Seyfried, Adam Driver, and more!
Who to take:

This film would be great to see with your friends or
significant other.
How can you pump some life back into your relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Especially if you’ve been with the same person for quite some
time, you can eventually get stuck into a routine with them.
It may seem to you like the desire you had for them when you
first started dating isn’t there anymore. You’ve lost that
spark, or connection. Well, if you want to revive what you
deem a dead relationship, check out our advice below.
1.

Take

a

look

at

yourself:

Do

you

know

how

you’re

contributing to the lull in the relationship? Nobody wants to
admit that they’re personally responsible. You may think that
it’s much easier to blame someone else. However, before you
start playing the blame game, take a look in the mirror.
Related Link: Relationship Advice: 3 Ways to Handle Unmet
Expectations in Marriage
2. Don’t think about what’s fair: You’ll probably have to
practice guiding your partner to a better relationship. It’s
unrealistic that it will come naturally. It’s not fair, and
it’s going to take some work on your part, but it’s what will
save your relationship.
Related Link: Is It Okay to Hoop Up With Your Ex?
3. Be positive: Too often, we provide our partners with
negative reinforcement. Now, it’s time to change that. Be sure
to thank your partner for doing the dishes, compliment them,
and smile at them. These small gestures will go a long way.
How have you pumped some life back into your relationship?
Comment below!

Famous Couple: Liev Schreiber
Says He was Naomi Watts’
Inspiration for ‘St. Vincent’
Stripper Dance
By Rebecca White
Relationships and love take a lot of nurturing and care.
Famous couple Liev Schreiber and Naomi Watts understand that
it is important to support each other’s careers. According to
People, Schreiber said that he helped Watts with her role in
St. Vincent and was even the inspiration for her stripper
dance in the film. Thanks to her beau, Watts now feels more
comfortable to take on comedic roles. We should all follow
this love advice from famous couple Schreiber and Watts so
that we can improve our own partnerships.

Relationships and love require a
foundation of support. What are
three
ways
to
support
your
partner’s career like this famous
couple?
Cupid’s Advice:
The key to any successful relationship is a solid foundation
based on mutual respect and understanding. One way to build

this foundation is to support each other’s careers, but also
to always stand up for each other, whether it be when you’re
talking to family or friends or being interviewed on the red
carpet:
1. Post Facebook updates: One unique thing to do is to post
updates on Facebook, sharing with family and friends not only
how proud you are of them, but showing off all their hard
work. Whether you post about the promotion they got, to how
well they did that day at work, your partner is sure to feel
the love.
Related Link: Naomi Watts Says She Seduced Liev Schreiber
2. Ask about it: Don’t just expect your partner to come home
bragging and give you a play-by-play. Ask them what they
excelled in at work today and what they could improve on. You
could give them advice for things to do better, while
celebrating the victories as well.
Related Link: Hollywood Couple: Diane Kruger Adorably Freaks
Out Over Longtime Boyfriend Joshua Jackson’s Golden Globes Win
3. Surprise them: Surprise your loved one with a gift or
special dinner just to celebrate how well they are doing at
work. You can make their favorite recipe or recreate your
perfect date night, not only to support their career, but also
to show how much you love and care for them.
How do you support your loved ones career? Comment below!

10 Celebrity Moms Over 40
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Mariah Carey
Always known for living big, Carey not only had twins,
Moroccan and Monroe, at the age of 42, but they were born on
April 30 -- Carey and husband Nick Cannon’s third wedding
anniversary! To celebrate the special occasion, the couple
renewed their wedding vows in the hospital with help from Rev.
Al Sharpton. But the pregnancy wasn't easy. She suffered a
miscarriage in 2008, followed by acupuncture and hormone
treatments to boost fertility before getting pregnant. Mariah
Carey and Nick Cannon. Photo: Juan Rico/Fame Pictures

Celebrity Kids Go Trick-OrTreating
By Jenny Schafer at celebritybabyscoop.com
It’s Halloween in Hollywood! Could you imagine the likes of
celebrity kids like Shiloh Jolie-Pitt or Honor Warren coming
to your front door on this spooky night? For some lucky
neighbors, that’s just what happened last year. This week,
we’re taking a look at five celebrity couples that love to go
trick-or-treating with their tots in their swanky
neighborhoods.

Celebrity Kids That Trick-or-Treat
1.

Angelina

Jolie

and

Brad

Pitt:

Yo

Gabba

Gabba! RadarOnline caught Brangelina and their brood trick-ortreating in the Los Angeles area on Halloween night last year.
Pitt looked hilarious dressed up as DJ Lance Rock from the
kids TV show Yo Gabba Gabba! His celebrity love went as the
walking dead, while Maddox was a dead army soldier, Zahara was
Batgirl, and Shiloh was a jet fighter.
Related Link: Best Celebrity-Inspired Halloween Candy Choices
2. Jessica Alba and Cash Warren: This married celebrity couple
got festive with their two daughters, Honor and Haven. Dressed
in costumes, the family of four were seen trick-or-treating in
their Pacific Palisades neighborhood. Warren looked great as
Superman, while Alba wore a cute cat outfit. Honor was the one
who stole the show, though, in her Princess Ariel costume.
3. Sarah Jessica Parker and Matthew Broderick: Twin
sisters Tabitha and Loretta looked absolutely adorable in
their Halloween costumes last year as they headed out trickor-treating in New York City’s West Village. The adorable tots
were joined by big brother James Wilkie — dressed as Finn
from Adventure Time — and their dad. Unfortunately, Parker was
not with the festive group.
Related Link: Our Favorite Celebrity Couple Halloween Costumes
4. Deborra-Lee Furness and Hugh Jackman: Ava Jackman was
spotted with her mom in New York City last year. The adorable
daughter of the Wolverine actor dressed up as a squirrel as
she
went
trick-or-treating
in
their
Manhattan
neighborhood. Meanwhile, Jackman and big brother Oscar were
spotted collecting candy with a group of friends.
5. Naomi Watts and Liev Schreiber: Watts and Schreiber (we
assume it was him under there!) got into the spirit last

Halloween night, dressing up as they headed out for some
trick-or-treating
in
New
York
City
with
their
sons Sasha and Kai. The week before their big night out,
Watts admitted that her boys were still deliberating over
their costumes, saying, “They’re very into it this
year. We’ve got kings. We’ve got dragons. We’ve got
turtles. We’ve got policemen. They’re all over the place.”
To read more about the these celebrity kids and families
during their spooky escapades, you can read the full article
at CelebrityBabyScoop.com.
Which celebs would you like to see at your door this
Halloween? Tell us below.

How to Pursue Your Man Like
Naomi Watts
By Brea Gunn
Everyone knows the formula: boy meets girl, boy flirts with
girl, boy asks girl out and boy and girl become an item. But
what happens when girl meets boy and girl pursues said boy?
While it’s not unheard of for a woman to have a crush, it’s
becoming more fashionable for her to be the pursuer, rather
than the pursued. Take Naomi Watts and Liev Schreiber, for
example. The pair met at the Metropolitan Museum of Art’s
Costume Ball, and the rest is history, as they say.
Or,
actually, it’s HERstory.
The thing is, unlike other couples, Naomi actually persued

Liev. That’s right. The actress made up an excuse, flew to
New York and now the couple have two beautiful children. A
woman pursuing a man isn’t necessarily a new phenomenon in
Hollywood, though. In fact, it’s starting to feel like the
norm.
For example, Rachel Weisz married Daniel Craig after meeting
the super-hunk on the set of their new movie. LeAnn Rimes and
Eddie Cibrian couldn’t keep their hands off each other (their
very married hands!) when they met. Jessica Alba thought Cash
Warren was a stud, and now they’ve got a beautiful family.
And sometimes life even imitates art…or art imitates life.
Even Anna Paquin couldn’t keep her eyes off of costar Stephen
Moyer. And ironically, Sookie, her character on their show,
True Blood, pursued his character, Bill.
So what’s a woman to do?

Here are some tips:

1. Make the first move: Go talk to him. Compliment his awesome
dancing ability. Hey, it worked for Naomi Watts!
2. Set up the next date: Take a lesson from Anna Paquin, and
tell him when you want to see him again.
Don’t wait the
obligatory 48 hours to text and/or call.
3. Don’t be shy: Even if you tend to be on the quieter sell,
go outside of your comfort zone and show your outgoing side.
There’s no place for hesitation when your’e going after a
man.
So, next time you’re out with your girlfriends and you see a
cute guy across the room, channel Naomi, Rachel, Leann and
Anna … and send him a drink.
Brea Gunn is a monthly contributor for Cupid’s Pulse and also
writes about the best Westchester wedding venues. Check out
what these wedding business marketing insiders have to share.

Naomi Watts Says She Seduced
Liev Schreiber
Actress Naomi Watts isn’t afraid to make the first move,
reports People. In an interview with More Magazine, Watts
revealed that sparks flew from the moment she and future
partner Liev Schreiber met at the Metropolitan Museum of Art’s
annual costume ball several years ago. After chatting and
flirting for a short while, the two exchanged numbers.

“We

spoke on the phone for several weeks and emailed,” said Watts,
who was in Los Angeles at the time. “And then I made up some
excuse to come to New York and the rest is history.”
As a woman, how do you make the first moves on a man?
Cupid’s Advice:
Breaking gender roles and making the first move can be tough,
but it’s not impossible. Here are a few tips to help you make
it work:
1. Show your interest: Your date may be just as nervous as you
are about making the first move, so make sure he knows that
you’re interested. After flirting, try saying something like,
“I wanted to see that movie!”
see it together.

Your date may suggest that you

2. Go on a group date: If asking your love interest on an
actual date is too forward for you, try asking him on a group
date. Having mutual friends with you will make you both more
at ease.

3. Be confident: If making the first move has you overly
anxious, your discomfort will be apparent.
Boosting your
confidence will make asking much easier, and it will also make
him interested.
Have you ever made the first move?
experience in a comment below!

Feel free to share your

Celebrity Couples Make a
Blessing Out of Interfaith
Relationships
By Erika Hymowitz Vujnovich
Chelsea Clinton/Marc Mezvinsky, Naomi Watts/Liev Schreiber,
Tom Cruise/Katie Holmes and even Brad Pitt/Angelina Jolie are
among the numerous celebrity couples attempting to make an
interfaith relationship work. While it’s nice to believe the
old saying “love conquers all,” there are often many
challenges an interfaith couple faces.
Speaking from
experience, I entered into an interfaith marriage five years
ago.
It has taken a tremendous amount of respect and
understanding between me and my husband to make our
relationship work and to be able to provide a stable
foundation for our children.
ABC News says that one in three U.S. couples is in a
religiously mixed marriage.
However, back in June, the
Chicago Family Law Blog highlighted the issue and cited data
taken from a 2001 American Religious Identification Survey,

which show couples in mixed-religion families were three times
more likely to be divorced than those who were of the same
faith. The New York Times also wrote on the issue this past
summer, following the high-profile marriage of Chelsea Clinton
and Marc Mezvinsky. Clinton, a Methodist and Mezvinsky, who
is Jewish, pushed the issue of mixed marriage into the
spotlight again.
Whether mixed-religion marriages are becoming the new norm or
not, if you are in such a relationship and are questioning
whether or not it can work, here are a few things to consider:
1. Don’t ignore the differences: Religion often contributes to
who we are. As such, it’s crucial not to disregard religious
beliefs.
One of the top mistakes that couples make is
that they believe their love for one another will conquer all
interfaith marital problems. This is not always true. Take
the time to discuss your beliefs.
You may find that your
partner feels the same way, or you may realize you come from
completely different backgrounds.
2. Look for clergy counseling: If you’re looking for that
mixed marriage blessing, you’ll want to consider speaking
with clergy from your place of worship. When my husband and I
first considered getting married, we immediately went to meet
with my Rabbi. He was very open to the idea of us getting
married, with the understanding that we will raise our
children in the Jewish faith. A member of the clergy will
help outline the challenges you may face as a couple as well
as give advice on how to best approach your respective
families, who may not be as accepting.
3. Think of the children: The last thing you’ll want to do is
make a child decide which religion they want to follow.
Before you even have children, you and your spouse should
decide how you want to raise them. Lay the foundation from
the beginning, and be honest with each other about your

wishes. You don’t want to confuse your child, but rather give
them a solid sense of faith and culture. There is nothing
wrong with celebrating all holidays, but make sure that as
your children get older, they have a belief system.

